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There's something about the feeling of driving slowly down a rural road 
nearby a city, when the leaves from October die on their way to November and then 
eggnog starts to fill the shelves at grocery stores. There's a quaintness in the 
moment of cool air on your face and music from your stereo counteracting the heater
and hustle of other drivers on two-lane roads. 

We drive past tangled telecom jungles in the shape of the towerkilling 
concrete rubber trees of the city. We drive past rivers in the valley where 
vineyards grow, where the dirt is dirty and sticks to everything; the heat is 
incorporeal. We drive through the spice of mist kicked up by other drivers.

You can hear the drums in the branches and the bassists in the trunks howling
with harmony an incredible song that carries through the wind. There's a picture 
for every frame that your eye can capture as they roam and get drunk in the bars we
call sight; looking all around at blacktop and painted lines on the road and the 
infernal trees. Some paintings and easels set up to tell us that we are pedestrians
or robots to this place. So much grey and so much glass built up all around it when
we reach the city, but it doesn't distract us from earthquakes on the news in 
euros, or the sound of a thousand voices bustling in the city. The earth is as 
bionic as we are. 

All the mountains and deserts are as cool as one another and breathe with the
same metallic blood in their mouths as we all do when we call living life. When a 
picture from one of those frames needs to be displayed, or a certain leaf crossing 
the road from one sidewalk to another, from October to November. There's a promise 
of ice at the cusp of every precipice of the bare branches, naked and shy to be 
standing so cold so publicly. 

It's intimate, seeing the life peeling away year after year, and in such 
gross displays we set out to make art out of it like I'm making art right now. How 
parasitic it is to let the earth live glory in death, to let the trees continue 
breathing long after they've lost their lungs. To make them bionic and live forever
with every frame and every word, every file and every worm lying in the piles of 
leaves raked up in front lawns every autumn. We wouldn't let the earth forget how 
many times it has died because it looks like jewels to us. 

How cruel, maybe, that while everything dies for so agonizingly long, we let 
ourselves sit and daydream in cafes and campuses, content to watch the leaves shed 
their mortal coils. They seem to let go willingly, like zealots, thinking their 
sacrifice will be the last. At first, there are only zealots. Then with moxie and 
fire do the rest of the leaves follow. Yet still we watch. And we create. And we're
inspired. I'm inspired. And only by the deaths of the leaves and hibernations of 
the trees can we find things to appreciate. 

We let the leaves die so we can make the trees bionic. We let the trees die 
so we can make the leaves bionic. Androids making more androids. More nodes, more 
servos, more neurons, more nerves. 

The black seagulls call with their sea screech in sync with the music that 
plays in the blood of what drips from the trees. The rain is the blood of the 
clouds. The smell of its fading into the street is petrichor, the stonegold blood 
of the gods. Birdbaths in the gutters run into the stormdrains, clogged by the 
bionic. Blackgulls mix with blood, mix with the bionic. This song is by those eerie
songbirds.

The wind in the cities still carries that telecom song of crisp autumn we 
won't soon forget, even as we sit inside or as we drive we can see through the 
windscreens all the cinematic legacies that kill the leaves. The supercells that 
drown the gutters. The wind that only whispers loudly enough to make the leaves 
blow away. Just a breeze, just a message in a bolt of lightning. A charge, in 
charge of pushing the stems away from twigs and branches. They swarm, and cloud in 
lieu of fog or mist like confetti. For it deserves to be celebrated. So we let the 
leaves die and turn them bionic. We turn the dead into nanomachines.

The leaves are the snow, and the season is autumn. We are the synthetic 
androids that celebrate “dag van die Bionic”. In song, in birds, in blood. Of the 
bionic.


